Introduction
Plant life extension is a matter of greatest concern in power and process industries ( (6) where, Q = 292 _"""""_""___"_"""""""_"_" (7) =93 {exp (292em Fig. 3 . The curve in Fig. 3(a) gives the best fit of Eq. (1) The solid symbols in Fig. 5(b) are the predicted values of tt for each t*. The dotted line drawn in Fig. 5(a) in Fig. 6(a) in the form of In~against strain, and the data points up to t* =0.4t, are indicated by the solid symbols. In the case of Eq. (1), one must draw a straight line to the In i-e relation, but the actual In~8 data curve upward. The dotted line in Fig. 5(a) One must aware that the regression curve in Fig. 1 deviates from the data points near rupture. In order to correct this deviation, correlation betweenactual rupture life t, and l/n is examined in Fig. 7 Fig. 6(a) . The solid line in Fig. 5(a Fig.   6 (b). The predicted creep curve in Fig. 8(a) , therefore, underestimates the actual creep strain. This results in the overestimation of rupture life indicated by the solid symbols in Fig. 8(b) . Equation (6) can describe the curved In~-8 relation in Fig. 6(b 
